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An Infosys solution

Abstract
The banking industry is adopting
digital technologies to renew how
they deliver services to customers
and increase efficiency in back-end
operations. However, leveraging emerging
technologies such as mobility and cloud
solutions expose banking organizations to
new vulnerabilities that plague the digital
landscape. This white paper examines the
right approach and the key elements of
a successful data security strategy. It also
describes an Infosys solution that helps
banks protect their data from external
threats.

Introduction

services and insurance companies are

store bank or card details on third-party

successful .

websites when they choose the option
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Banking digitalization plays an important
role in catering to consumer demand

The three main threat avenues for online

for instant multi-channel access to any

banking are:

banking service or product. Additionally,

• Mobile malware – Trojans, viruses and

there are a slew of technologies that are
making in-roads into the banking industry
to help organizations sustain their edge,
retain customers and increase loyalty.
However, adopting digital comes with its
own challenges, particularly in terms of
security. It opens new doors for security
breaches, posing greater risk for data theft.
Compared to traditional banking, online
banking is increasingly vulnerable to

rootkits infect devices from unsecured
third-party online sites that are accessed
from mobiles, enabling easy information
theft
• Third-party apps – Downloading third
party applications to mobile devices
from untrusted sources or without
verified information is a key threat
• Unsecured Wi-Fi – Unsecured wireless

‘save details for future transactions’.
Successful hacks on such third-party
sites or mobile applications enable
identity theft of registered customer
data
As cyber threats becoming increasingly
sophisticated, there is a pressing need to
upgrade security systems and implement
intelligent threat monitoring and
protection solutions. These solutions track
the threat landscape, political climate,
third-party risk, insider threat, and more.
Thus, to combat threats to security

such attacks as customer data is available

networks allow entry for fraudsters into

and data during and after digitization

online across multiple channels and

mobile devices either to seize control of

programs, banks must first develop and

players. In fact, reports indicate that 33%

or gain access to account information.

implement a comprehensive and fool-

of attempted breaches against financial

This is a threat for customers who opt to

proof cyber security strategy.
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Enabling end-to-end foolproof data security

A holistic approach to cyber
security

Banks that go digital should have a

Implementing the above three

well-defined strategy for data security to

elements requires a comprehensive

deepen customer trust and loyalty. The

approach spanning tools, solutions,

three key elements of such a strategy are:

internal training, and a security-driven

• 360-degree defense – Banks need a

organizational mindset. A recent study

• Fuse security into product
development – Innovation is a
continuous process and security
must be embedded across all stages
of innovation. Thus, cyber security
assessment and planning should be an
integral part of product development
and service launches. Dedicated

holistic and robust defense mechanism

reveals that 78% of respondents are

security teams should be included in

to detect breaches immediately. This is

confident that the right cyber security

core product teams to ensure that all

a critical need as 59% of respondents

program will yield valuable outcomes2.

products and services are secure from

in a recent study stated that it takes

Here are some ways banks can ensure

threats.

months to detect a security breach2.

their cyber defense strategy meets all the

Timely threat identification requires

necessary requirements to mitigate risk,

latest technologies that are programmed

respond to threats, recover from attacks,

to monitor and detect existing and

and comply with security regulations:

business by training their employees

new threats, intrusions and abnormal

• Choose the right security applications

to follow the right procedures. This will

behavior. Organizations can also prevent
data theft by separating systems, data
and applications. Finally, data encryption
and network segmentation helps
minimize nefarious use of stolen data.
• Strong resilience – Resilience to cyber

and tools to tackle security threats –
Currently, banking institutions spend
an average of 8.2% of their total budget
on cyber security3.To maximize value,
banks must identify and implement
the right network infrastructure. They

attacks is an important aspect of a bank’s

should invest in fool-proof cyber

recovery process. It limits negative

security solutions and tools to handle

outcomes of any breach and allows

security breaches and avert potential

the organization to return to normal

attacks. At this stage, it is important to

operations quickly with minimal impact
on customers and services. To enable
strong resilience, banks need clear
defensive actions such as proactive
controls, testing of crisis response
protocols, cyber security assessments,

identify the right technology partner
and collaborate with anti-virus, antispyware and endpoint protection
partners to reinforce security.
• Regard information security as an

• Train internal employees on
appropriate behavior – Banks should
integrate cyber-security into the

ensure that security is built into every
workflow and eliminate risky behavior
that allows hackers to gain access into
internal systems. The importance of
such training is significant when one
considers that 48% of banks report that
the greatest security impact comes
from malicious insider threats4. When
it comes to internal security, banks
should also institute robust registration
and secure login processes and
journeys. This includes upgrading login
access by opting for Digipass and PIN
entry processes.
• Leverage advanced threat protection
solutions – Advanced threat protection

organizational issue – Cyber security

(ATP) is a combination of multiple

cannot be relegated to a single

security solutions designed to prevent

department that functions in a silo.

hackers from stealing private and

To protect data as it travels across the

sensitive data. It includes solutions

resilience protocols into daily business

enterprise, banks must first re-evaluate

for malware protection to safeguard

activities. Further, banks should

existing back-office and front-end

network devices, email gateways and

periodically test their cyber defense

controls and processes. They should

endpoint agents as well as a centralized

mechanisms, track adherence to security

include additional verification layers

management platform. ATP solution

norms and procedures and conduct

and security systems with multi-level

suites leverage digital technologies

employee cyber education to highlight

checks to ensure safe transactions

such as AI and self-learning machines

risky behavior. Developing a clear

across different channels. Finally,

to prevent, detect and mitigate threats

methodology that identifies strengths

banks should maintain robust control

that may compromise the bank’s data,

and areas for improvement is strongly

processes to track, identify and report

thereby bolstering security efforts and

recommended.

suspicious activities.

minimizing risk.

and penetration testing.
• Service assurance – To ensure
uninterrupted services, it is necessary
to incorporate strong defense and
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Cyber security solution by
Infosys
The Infosys Cyber Security Practice
provides data privacy and security

solutions that meet the varying needs of
clients from different industries. Our cyber
security service offerings are delivered
through the security operations center
(SOC) that has a global reach. The main

Data security controls
Discovery and Classification
• Create an inventory of
sensitive information assets
• Classify sensitive information
assets

Monitoring
• Data loss prevention (DLP)
• Database activity monitoring

services offered are data discovery and
classification, data masking, data loss
prevention (DLP), data encryption, digital
rights management, and data activity
monitoring.

Benefits for enterprises
Encryption
• Encryption of files, folders,
and databases
• Digital rights management

Anonymization/
Pseudonymisation
• Data masking
• Tokenization

Awareness of where
sensitive data lies

Easily assess adequacy of
and enhance protection
measures

Enable protection
measures according to
the sensitivity of data

Improve compliance with
privacy and industry
standards

Retain license to operate

Fig 1: Types and benefits of data security controls
Our methodology for data protection begins by identifying and classifying data based on its importance and sensitivity. Classified data is
encrypted and monitored for any loss or change. The data is finally passed on to the respective gateway channel. Each stage of this process is
designed to ensure the highest level of data protection through stringent monitoring.

Data discovery, classification, security incident monitoring, and policy fine-tuning are continuous processes. New threat vectors and risks will
necessitate periodical assessment and improvement of data security posture. This is an ongoing journey.

Fig 2: Infosys methodology for data protection
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Infosys also provides an integrated data security solution that monitors data flow through several endpoints. The solution ensures that all
sensitive data is classified, masked and passed to the respective gateway channels.

Sensitive Data Protection @ Endpoints
Endpoint DLP

Enforce
Encryption

Read
Classification
Data
Classification

File/folder
Encryption
Apply rights on files

Information Rights
Management

Sensitive Data Protection @ Data Center
Data Activity
Monitoring

Apply
Masking

Data Masking/
Tokenization

Information
Rights
Management

Email Gateway
Encryption
Enforce
Encryption

Apply rights
on files

Read Classification
Encryption

Sensitive Data Protection
while in Transit

Data Discovery
and Classification

Storage DLP

Email
DLP

Web DLP

Read Classification

Discover and classify

Protect and monitor

Resolve security incidents and
identify causes

Conduct periodic review and
continuous improvement

Fig 3: Infosys integrated data security solution
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Conclusion
Digitization is becoming a key driver for
banks to sustain their business. While
digital transformation offers several
innovative capabilities to improve products
and service delivery, it also exposes banks
to a higher number of cyber threats. Thus,
the topmost priority when embarking
on a banking digitization journey is a
robust and comprehensive data security
strategy that enables 360-degree defense,
strong resilience and service assurance.
Infosys Cyber Security solution helps
banks upgrade their security systems
and protocols to ensure safe data transfer
within and outside the organization.
With capabilities such as data masking,
encryption, and protection, the Infosys
solution allows banks to confidently adopt
digital, sustain their edge, and cement
customer loyalty through secure banking
platforms.
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